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IHAI AGM, Skerries Mills, 2018

The association’s AGM was held this in the Skerries Mills complex, Co. Dublin. After the
AGM, honorary lifetime memberships were awarded to Ron Cox, Robert Guinness and
Norman Campion. An excellent tour of the complex was undertaken for our visiting
members after lunch.

Robert
Guinness at
Skerries Mills,
receiving his
honorary
lifetime
membership
of the IHAI
from Michael
Grace
(President)

Ron Cox at
Skerries Mills,
receiving his
honorary
lifetime
membership
of the IHAI
from Michael
Grace
(President)
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Norman
Campion at
Skerries Mills,
receiving his
honorary
lifetime
membership
of the IHAI
from Michael
Grace
(President)
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Industrial Heritage Association of Ireland Awards for Year 2017: Brendan Delaney

On Wednesday 14th March 2018, at a function in ESB Head Office Gateway hosted by Jim Dollard
Executive Director Business Services Centre & Electric Ireland, the IHAI presented their Annual
Awards which were sponsored by ESB. In his welcoming address Jim Dollard Executive Director
Business Services Centre & Electric Ireland representing ESB who sponsored the Awards said that the
‘IHAI was created by people of vision and commitment and the fruits of your earlier efforts are now
slowly but surely creating an awareness of our rich past. The approach you are taking to progressing
your aims is to be admired. Essentially it seems to me, that your organisation is trying to foster and
develop connections between different sectors, diverse professional organisations and voluntary
groups and this is actively forging a consensus that we should not only have a sense of shared
ownership for our past but it is something we strive to safeguard and celebrate.’
In his presidential address, Michael Grace President of IHAI said that the ‘IHAI are delighted with the
continued and invaluable sponsorship of these Awards from ESB which seek to give recognition to
individuals and organisations who have made an outstanding contribution to promoting and
safeguarding industrial heritage on an all-Ireland basis. It is important that we both recognise and
celebrate achievement.’
This year’s award categories and recipients were as follows:

Best Museum/Industrial Heritage Site: Foynes Flying Boat & Maritime
Museum
The story of the role played by Foynes in the establishment of passenger flights across the Atlantic is
excitingly captured in the Museum. The famous flying boats were frequent visitors, carrying a
diverse range of people from celebrities to refugees. The award-winning Flying Boat Museum recalls
this era with a comprehensive range of exhibitions and memorabilia. The Maritime Museum
portrays the history and personality of the River Shannon from Limerick City to Loop Head. The River
Shannon is a huge feature in the history and mythology of Ireland and this museum features some of
that history which includes the world’s only Flying Boat Museum and the world’s only full-size replica
of a Boeing B314 Flying Boat.

Special Recognition Award: Restoration of the Newry Canal by The Newry &
Portadown Branch of the Inland Waterways Association of Ireland (IWAI)
The Newry Canal, located in Northern Ireland, was built to link the Tyrone coalfields (via Lough
Neagh and the River Bann) to the Irish Sea at Carlingford Lough near Newry. The canal closed in 1936
and most of it was officially abandoned in 1949. The ship canal closed in 1966 and the Authority was
wound up in 1974. The Newry & Portadown Branch of the Inland Waterways Association of Ireland
(IWAI) have the long term ambition of restoring the canal which originally ran from the Newry River
near Ireland’s east coast to Lough Neagh, so that it can be reopened to enable boats travel around
100 miles between Coleraine and Carlingford Lough.The branch has already begun to
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conserve and restore the waterway with their regular work parties. Volunteers have been
removing trees and vegetation from the lock chambers so that the still impressive
craftsmanship and architecture can be better appreciated by members of the public. In
2015 they manufactured and installed two sets of lock gates at Poyntzpass and near Scarva
and they have managed make a four mile stretch navigable. They have lobbied locally and
nationally to have restoration of the canal placed on the political agenda. The branch has
successfully applied for funding for projects to increase public awareness of the canal and to
encourage the various waterside communities to become part of the restoration project.

IHAI/ESB AWARDS
for 2017: Best
Museum
Margaret
O'Shaughnessy,
Helen Enright, Brian
Cullen, Gerry Guihen
and Eleanor Cullen
of the Foynes Flying
Boat Museum with
Jim Dollard,
Executive Director,
ESB. Photo: Alan
Murphy

ESB AWARDS 2017
Tim Odlum, Board
Member IHAI, Jim
Dollard, Executive
Director ESB and
Michael Grace
present Peter
Maxwell of Newry
Canal, IWAI with the
award. Photo: Alan
Murphy
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ESB AWARDS 2017
Industrial Heritage
Association of Ireland
Annual Awards for
2017. Prof Muirís
O'Sullivan, Ian Doyle,
Michael Starrett,
of the Irish Heritage
Council are
presented with their
award by Jim Dollard,
Director ESB and
Michael Grace, IHAI.
Photo: Alan Murphy

ESB AWARDS 2017
Industrial Heritage
Association of
Ireland Annual
Awards for 2017. Ian
Doyle, Irish Heritage
Council, Neil
Jackman, Abarta
Heritage and Dr
Marie Bourke,
Heritage Council of
Ireland Board
Director. Photo: Alan
Murphy

Mary Mulvihill Media Award: Adopt a Monument: Guidance for Community
Archaeology Projects. Built/Urban Heritage & Archaeology Education &
Training / Published 2017 Published by: The Heritage Council. Author(s):
Roisin Burke, Neil Jackman and Conor Ryan,
This manual provides guidance on understanding and recording monuments, care and conservation,
interpretation, communications, funding as well as health and safety. The practical advice set out in
this manual is aimed at the participants of the Heritage Council’s Adopt a Monument Programme
but also communities the length and breadth of Ireland, and even internationally, who are
interested in engaging in heritage projects.
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Lifetime Achievement Award: Colin Rynne
Dr Colin Rynne BA, PhD is a graduate of UCC. He is a former President of the IHAI, and is a Senior
Lecturer in the Department of Archaeology, UCC where he teaches, amongst other things,
undergraduate courses on Irish industrial archaeology. In 2006 he received the Silver Medal Best
Publication Award from the Industrial Heritage Association of Ireland for his book Industrial Ireland
1750-1930: an archaeology. Cork: The Collins Press. In 2008 he was awarded The Peter Neaverson
Award for Outstanding Scholarship by The Association for Industrial Archaeology. His other
published works include The Industrial Archaeology of Cork City and its Environs (1999), the first
study of its type published in Ireland. He was an editor of the acclaimed, multi-disciplinary work The
Heritage of Ireland (2000) and he has contributed widely to magazines and scholarly journals. He
recently been working on an Irish Research Council sponsored project on the colonial landscapes of
Richard Boyle, 1st earl of Cork, with Dr David Edwards of the Department of History, UCC.

Day tour of industrial sites of West Wicklow, Kildare and Carlow, June 2018

On June 6th last David Wynne led a tour of a wide-ranging group of sites in counties Wicklow, Kildare
and Carlow in a now ‘vintage’ CIE expressway bus dating to 1972, driven on the day by Ian Molloy its
current owner. The sites included Orr’s cotton and calico mill, at Stratford-on-Slaney, a tuck or fulling
mill at Baltinglass, Charles R. Wynne’s milling complex, the Leighlinbridge Arboretum and Garden
Centre and the Royal Oak Distillery.

June outing 2018
Expressway Tour bus,
built in 1972, and
withdrawn from service
in 2001 having served
in Road Passenger
service for 15 years,
based in Sligo, and 14
years on Schools
service, based in
Longford. Photo David
Wynne.
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ICOMOS International Scientific Committee on Industrial Heritage: Mary-Liz McCarthy

In 2013 ICOMOS International undertook a review of the current operational arrangements within
the organisation in an effort to streamline methods of communication and to facilitate the ongoing
exchange of information internally. ICOMOS Ireland, who had proposed the establishment of an
International Scientific Committee in 2012, undertook to spearhead this review. There is an existing
Memorandum of Understanding between ICOMOS and TICCIH, and the scope of this review was to
explore whether or not it was necessary for ICOMOS to establish an International Scientific
Committee (ISC) on industrial heritage, which would operate complimentary to TICCIH.
ICOMOS has established international scientific committees on various cultural heritage themes and
issues. Members consist of international expert specialists in each subject. The committees are
ICOMOS technical bodies and as such undertake research, develop conservation theory, guidelines,
and charters, and foster training for better heritage conservation, promote international exchange
of scientific information and carry out common projects.
As a first step in undertaking the Review a call for Expressions of Interest in establishing an
International Working Group to progress the Review was circulated amongst the international
membership, culminating in a meeting being held in November 2014 at the ICOMOS General
Assembly in Florence. An international Working Group was established out of this meeting which
was tasked with addressing the objectives as set out by the ICOMOS Scientific Council. The final
report of the Working Group was to be completed by the General Assembly in Delhi, India in
December 2017. Mary McMahon and Mary-Liz McCarthy, who are also members of the IHAI, agreed
to be members of the Working Group.
To realise the objectives of the Working Group, it was agreed that a questionnaire would be the
most expedient way of obtaining the views of the ICOMOS membership on the current situation
concerning dialogue and policy development on matters relating to industrial heritage. The
questionnaire sought to establish the position of industrial heritage within ICOMOS and if there are
geographical differences in how it is being addressed. The responses to this questionnaire were
analysed by the Working Group and a final report with recommendations was compiled and
submitted to the Scientific Council prior to its meeting in Delhi and a presentation of the report was
also made to the Scientific Council.
The Review clearly identified the necessity for establishing an ISC on Industrial Heritage which would
increase recognition and awareness of industrial heritage both nationally and internationally, and
would strengthen ICOMOS’s relationship with TICCIH while also helping ICOMOS in the
implementation of the Action Plan currently in place between the two organisations.
Following the acceptance of the recommendation for the establishment of an ISC, approval was
given by the ICOMOS Advisory Committee to the Group to progress the establishment of the ISC on
Industrial Heritage, contingent on the submission of the required documents. The submission of this
documentation, namely By-Laws, would allow the ICOMOS board to formally approve the
establishment of the ISC. By-Laws, based on existing templates, were drafted and submitted for
approval in advance of ICOMOS’s General Assembly in Buenos Aires in December 2018.
The document was approved and the International Scientific Committee on Industrial Heritage is
now fully established and can seek a membership with a view to drafting a workplan.
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Networking Ireland’s industrial Heritage. A one-day conference on the operation,
presentation and promotion of industrial sites. Dublin: 23 October 2018. Fred Hamond

This report summarises the proceedings of a one-day conference held in Dublin on 23 October 2018
on the theme of 'Networking Ireland's Industrial Heritage'. Its aim was to bring together the
operators of a wide range of industrial heritage sites, not only to network amongst themselves, but
also to share their experiences of running their sites and presenting them to the public, and to
explore the benefits of site networking. The event was part of the 2018 European Year of Cultural
Heritage and was organised by the Industrial Heritage Association of Ireland. The IHAI acknowledges
the generous sponsorship of the Heritage Council of Ireland, without whom this event would not
have been possible. We are also extremely grateful to the Heritage Office of Dublin City Council for
hosting our event at the Wood Quay Venue, Dublin. The support of ICOMOS Ireland and TICCIH is
also acknowledged.
The morning session focused on the operation of industrial heritage sites in Ireland. Four speakers
drawn from all corners of Ireland made presentations:
Flame Gasworks, Carrickfergus, Co Antrim Fred Hamond
Carrickfergus Gasworks produced gas from coal from 1855 to 1967. It was restored by the
Carrickfergus Gasworks Preservation Society, a voluntary charitable trust, and reopened to the
public as Flame Gasworks in 2002. It is the only such works now surviving in Ireland and one of only
three in the UK. Being a non-operational gasworks, Flame presents particular challenge in terms of
public perception and presentation. Fred outlined the site's management and interpretation, and
the conservation of its collection of gas-related artefacts and documents. A web presence and the
use of Facebook and TripAdvisor have been invaluable promotional tools. Flame's principal strengths
are its uniqueness, long-term commitment of its volunteers, and engagement with visitors. Its main
weaknesses are its high dependence on central and local government funding and difficulty in
attracting new members to the management committee. Collaboration with other organisations and
networking with other like-minded societies such as ERIH are essential ingredients of any forward
plan.
Arigna Mining Experience Valerie Stenson, Site Manager
Thanks to the initiative of the local community, Arigna, Co Roscommon boasts the only coal mine in
Ireland open to the public. Valerie explained the mine's history and repurposing as a visitor
attraction and the very high quality of the visitor experience thanks to the mine's accessibility and
the employment of former coal miners as tour guides. She outlined various challenges to the site's
sustainability. Its relative remoteness and poor public transport infrastructure do little to encourage
the 'culturally curious' independent traveller. Passing on the former miners' knowledge to the next
generation of tour guides, none of whom would have any hands-on experience of mining, and
maintaining the authenticity of the visitor experience are also pertinent issues as the present tour
guides retire. Despite an entry charge, Arigna is also very dependent on government funding for its
running costs. Bord Failte's Ireland’s Hidden Heartlands initiative may emulate the success of the
Wild Atlantic Way in bringing more visitors to the area, as should the newly-opened Center Parcs
holiday resort at Longford Forest. Accreditation by Science Foundation Ireland may also encourage
more school groups to visit the mine.
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Titanic Quarter: an Iconic Heritage Quarter Kerrie Sweeney, CEO, Titanic Foundation Ltd
Titanic Foundation is a charitable body set up in 2008 to oversee the development of Titanic Belfast
in the former Harland & Wolff shipyard and to educate the public on Belfast's maritime and
industrial heritage. It is in the unique position of deriving a very substantial income from the leasing
of the iconic Titanic Belfast building beside the slipway where Titanic was launched in 1911. Kerrie
outlined how this money has been reinvested in local heritage initiatives such as SS Nomadic, the
Great Light, and in converting the former H & W headquarters to a hotel. Engagement with former
shipyard employees and the local community, partnerships with other organisations, a strong
management team, and forward planning are all essential prerequisites for the long-term success of
any heritage attraction whatever its scale.
Industrial Heritage: Developmental and Operational Insights John Griffin, Tourism Officer, Kerry C.C.
Since the early 1990s, John has been involved with various pioneering industrial heritage projects in
and around Tralee: the restoration of Blennerville Windmill, building of the Jeanie Johnston tall ship,
reinstatement of the Tralee & Blennerville Steam Railway, and refurbishment of the Tralee Ship
Canal. These initiatives have been catalysts for public and private investment in the area's economy
and have put Tralee, long in the shadow of Killarney, firmly on the tourist trail. Crucial to getting
these projects off the ground has been the demonstration of local commitment, much
of it voluntary, and the injection of seed capital to unlock regional and central government funds.
John stressed the importance of working in partnership with others, learning from similar projects
elsewhere, the value of feasibility studies, and the avoidance of bank loans! He also noted that the
skills required to restore a heritage site are not necessarily the same as those required to run it.
Striving to be the best and reviewing the forward plan on a regular basis are also essential
ingredients in a heritage site's long-term success.
The morning session concluded with questions from the audience and a general discussion the
running of heritage sites. Mention was made of Section 482 of the Taxes Consolidation Act (1997)
which provides tax relief in respect of expenditure incurred on the repair, maintenance or
restoration of approved buildings. The challenges of engaging with schools and the younger
generation were also noted. Irish Lights drew attention to its partnerships with local community
groups and the Landmark trust in its Great Lighthouses of Ireland project.
The afternoon session focused on the potential benefits of networking between sites, with speakers
from Wales, Scotland and England.
The Valleys that Changed the World Ruth Taylor-Davis, Letha Consultancy Ltd
TVTCTW is a network of over 70 industrial heritage sites in the South Wales Valleys. It includes the
world heritage site of Blaenavon, the National Museum of Wales, and numerous smaller sites. Its
aim is to encourage these sites' operators to work together to interpret and promote the story of
South Wales' industrial past. Although this initiative received start-up funding, it has been operated
on a voluntary basis by its members since March 2017. The fact that it is still going is testimony to its
benefits for members. The TVTCTW branding has enabled them to promote their sites more
effectively as part of a larger group than if going it alone. Its website
<www.visitblaenavon.co.uk/en/VisitBlaenavon/Explore-the-valleys-that-changed-the-world/Explorethe-valleys-that-changed-the-world.aspx> has an interactive map of industrial sites in South Wales,
thematic trails, marketing toolkit, and image gallery. TVTCTW also facilitates regular get-togethers at
member sites, familiarisation trips, and talks by specialist experts. It also advises and supports grant
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applications and event promotion. Such initiatives are beyond the capacity of most individual
members and are only feasible as part of a larger group such as TVTCTW (strength in numbers).
A Riveting Day Out Emma Halford-Forbes, Go Industrial
Industrial Museums Scotland is a network of 12 accredited museums whose industrial collections are
recognised as being of heritage significance. IMS is funded by Museums Scotland and the Scottish
Government and member sites range in scale from small voluntary museums to nationally-styled
ones such as the Scottish Maritime Museum. IMS is branded as Go Industrial and its website
(www.goindustrial.co.uk) showcases each member's site and details their collections, how to get
there, opening times, entry charges, special events etc. An engaging Go Industrial App has been
created for the smartphone generation whilst an annual Go Industrial Day enables member sites to
more effectively promote themselves than if working alone. Despite the web's worldwide reach,
however, the traditional printed leaflet is still a very effective marketing tool! IMS also organises
specialist training courses for its members, e.g. collections care, funding opportunities, and skills'
development. Last, but my no means least, IMS provides a strong voice for industrial heritage at a
national level.
European Route of Industrial Heritage Jonathan Lloyd, ERIH
ERIH is a voluntary organisation dedicated to the creation of thematic industrial heritage routes at
both pan-European and regional levels. It was established in 2008, although its roots go back to 1999
when a pilot project was instigated in the Ruhr Valley with EU Interreg funding. It is now self-funded
and operated by its members on a voluntary basis. As of September 2018, there are some 300
members in 25 countries (including two in Northern Ireland and two in the Republic). ERIH
recognises the tremendous growth in industrial heritage tourism over the past decade and
provides a vehicle for individual sites to work together to promote themselves on the European
stage.
'Anchor Point' sites form the building blocks of the pan-European route network. They are also the
entry points into the various regional trails which showcase ERIH's individual member sites.
Promotion is effected through the website www.erih.net which receives some 3500 hits per day.
ERIH also provides political advocacy, notably at the EU Parliament level. ERIH also organises an
annual conference when members have the opportunity to exchange information and ideas, attend
presentations and workshops, and go on tours. Meetings are also held at a national level several
times a year, rotating between member sites. A pan-European event was organised in May 2018
when participating sites engaged with young people in the simultaneous hosting of a speciallycommissioned dance routine Work it Out. Future initiatives include the twinning of member sites,
sharing of best practices, and staff exchange programmes.
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Speakers at
Networking Ireland’s
Industrial Heritage,
22 October 2018,
with Michael Grace
and Fred Hamond
on right.
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Launch of Ron Cox’s Called to Serve Two

IRELAND’S INDUSTRIAL

On 9th January 2019, at an event in the offices of Engineers Ireland in Dublin, the organisation
celebrated the publication of Called to Serve Two, which captures the annual addresses made by
Engineers Ireland’s Presidents from 1969 to 2018. Its author is the engineering historian, Dr Ronald
Cox, Fellow of Engineers Ireland, Chairman of its Heritage Society and former Dean of Engineering at
Trinity College Dublin. Ron is also a member of the Board of the Industrial Heritage Association of
Ireland, and its Company Secretary.
Congratulating Dr Cox on the publication of Called to Serve Two, the follow up to Called to Serve
(2014), Peter Quinn, President of Engineers Ireland said ‘I wish to congratulate Dr Ronald Cox on his
significant, new historical publication Called to Serve Two, which is a wide-ranging and thorough
study of each address made by the Presidents of Engineers Ireland from the time of unification or
bringing together of the profession in Ireland in 1969 up to 2018. Abstracts from the addresses are
preceded by a continuation of the brief history of the organisation in order to provide a framework
within which the addresses may be considered. A major portion of the book is devoted to
biographical sketches of each of the Presidents – from Jock Harbison in 1969 to the present
day. Based extensively on original sources, I thank Dr Cox for the time and care he has put in to this
project, for his dedication to documenting the thoughts, concerns, reflections and ideas of each of
our Presidents during that period. This is an important publication for engineers in Ireland and a
wonderful addition to Dr Cox’s invaluable canon of work in this area.’
Speaking about Called to Serve Two, its author, Dr Ronald Cox, said: ‘Although members of the
engineering profession are generally concerned with solving present-day problems and new
developments, the recording and understanding of our engineering heritage has time and again
proved invaluable when considering solutions to engineering problems inherited from the past.
‘Past Presidents of Engineers Ireland have interpreted their role in a variety of ways, including
chairing meetings of the Council and Executive, presiding at the presentation of technical papers,
and representing the Institution and the engineering profession, both nationally and internationally.
Each President has addressed the membership in their own individual style, often drawing on the
experiences gained during their respective careers,’ Dr Cox added.
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Dr Cox also thanked the ESB for sponsoring the publication of both volumes, which contain the
biographies and presidential addresses of a number of distinguished engineers who contributed
significantly to the achievements of the ESB over many years.'

Pat O’Doherty, ESB
CEO, Dr Ron Cox,
author, Engineers
Ireland President,
Peter Quinn and
Brendan Delaney, ESB
Archives and Heritage
Manager

Archaeological Survey and Conservation at Castleview Mills, Clonakilty, Co. Cork. Colin
Rynne
The Castleview Mills complex, near Clonakilty, Co. Cork, is a five-storey grain mill, originally
constructed in the early 1800s, which was in almost continuous operation until 1995. Thereafter, it
was operated on a seasonal basis by Gerry O’Leary, father of the current owner Joe O’Leary, up till
very recently. Originally a high breastshot waterwheel drove three sets of millstones and ancillary
plant, but in 1918, Joe’s grandfather replaced the waterwheel with an extraordinary water turbine.
This latter – which Joe and has just repaired- also drove an electricity generating plant, along with a
pump and a woodworking lathe. All of the latter survive in situ. In June of this year I began an
industrial archaeological survey of the mill which is near completion, and I am working with Joe and
Claire O’Leary on the drafting of a conservation strategy for the entire site, which also includes 19th --century millworkers’ cottages and the original grain store, which the O’Leary’s have converted as a
dwelling.
Castleview Mills also features prominently in the history of the Irish Land War of the 1880s, as the
site of a notorious eviction in 1886 (see extract from the United Ireland below). Joe O’Leary’s
ancestor, Tim Hurley, was the tenant of the mills. Tim was unable to come up with half of the mill’s
annual rent, and his offer of paying the balance of this -some £5- was brusquely refused by the
landlord. As United Ireland reported it:
Every man of intelligence I have seen has told me that if the rent could be worked out of Castleview
by constant industry and economical tact, Tim Hurley and his wife were the people to do it. The other
mills of the district had long since gone to ruins, yet by hard work and pluck Tim Hurley managed to
aid the plough by the mill-wheel, and but a short time ago put in a fine set of carding-machines, the
price of which he was striving to pay off when his landlord attacked him. In full knowledge of all this,
Bennett's answer to all appeals was ‘Devil a penny, Devil a penny’.
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Above: Castleview Mills today. Below: extract from United Ireland,
30th October 1886
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operation, presentation and

After a highly publicised resistance, a small army of bailiffs and RIC constables eventually evicted the
Hurley family, who later emigrated to Wales. Local people also took part in resisting the eviction,
being summoned by a horn (still in the O’Leary family’s possession), standing around the mill to
thwart the police and bailiffs.

Above: Electricity generating plant driven by water turbine at Castleview Mills. Below,
Joe O’Leary (left) and blacksmith Moss preparing turbine rotor for lifting, September 2011.
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Aerial Survey Using Drones in Industrial Archaeology. Colin Rynne

The aerial views below were taken this summer with a DJI Phantom 4+ drone with a 20 MP camera.
The 3D views on p. 16 were created using a programme called Agisoft Photoscan, which uses
overlapping photographs to create a point cloud, to which the programme adds photorealistic
textures to a dense mesh (which it creates from the point cloud). By flying the drone around the
engine houses, at two to three different heights, photographs are taken with a 60% overlap, which
took, in each instance here less than 30mins (i.e. the flight time of a single drone battery). The
software took 2- 2½ hours to process the photographs, to create 3D models, which can be rotated in
any plane. Most remarkable of all, however, is that scale plans and elevations of these structures can
be created using this software.

Aerial view of 19thcentury Cornish
engine house, at
Ballygowan, next to
Silvermines village,
Co. Tipperary.

Aerial view of 19thcentury Cornish
engine house, at
Shallee,
Silvermines, Co.
Tipperary. This
contained the last
surviving Cornish
engine mechanism
in Ireland. It was
removed and
scrapped by the
Mogul Mining Co.
in the 1950s.
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IHAI BOARD OF DIRECTORS 2017-2018

ACTING PRESIDENT
VICE-PRESIDENT

Michael Grace
Dermot O’Dwyer

COMPANY SECRETARY
TREASURER
MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY
BOARD MEMBERS

Ronald Cox: info@ihai.ie
Tim Odlum
Ronald Cox: membershipsecretary@ihai.ie
Colin Rynne, Fred Hamond, Mary McMahon,
Paul McMahon, Norman Campion, Stephanie
Bourke, James Davidson, Michael Lynch,
Michael English, David Wynne, Brendan Delany
[ex-officio]

NON-DIRECTOR ADVISORS

Archives:
Inland Waterways:

Ken Mawhinney
Colin Becker

EDITOR’S COMMENTS

Please send any material for inclusion in the newsletter to Colin Rynne (c.rynne@ucc.ie);
Department of Archaeology, UCC, Cork. I would also welcome any comments or suggestions you
might have on the newsletter.

Cape Clear lighthouse and signal tower, September 2018
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